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ADVANCED CHAK  SYSTEM
For the Envoys of the Son of Light (Jesus Christ)

I. PRE-THOUGHTS

JESUS’ CORNERSTONES
• No harm to Anyone
• Forgiveness to All
• Helping Those in need

THE THREE R’S
• Respect for Self
• Respect for Others and all Life forms
• Responsibility for All your Action 

Connecting to the chakras is not complicated and it does not need to take long time. Your will and 
intention, your conscious recognition and consideration – that is all you need for establishing the 
connection.

When you come into contact with your chakras and your aura, and direct your full attention to them, 
healing takes place at a deep level. You can make this process even deeper and more effective by 
asking the Divine Helping Being of each chakra and that of the aura to help you cleanse, balance, 
harmonize, heal and recharge all chakras and aura, and bring them into perfect working order. Allow 
the energies and virtues of the Divine Beings to permeate your chakras, your aura and your whole 
being, your body, mind and spirit. Then just feel that your chakras and aura get cleansed, balanced, 
harmonized, healed and recharged. Finish the process by saying ‘thank you’ for all help.

While going through your chakras and aura in this way, you strengthen your whole being, your 
body and your immune system. This is an easy way to help yourself to a much better health.  Many 
ailments and chronic diseases, even psychological imbalances and deep emotional wounds can be 
healed by this process. 
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Practice of Connecting the Chakras in 3 steps

1. In the beginning, ask the Source of All Creation, the Archangels and Angels, your Guiding and 
Guardian Angels, Reiki Spirits and All Divine Light and Love Helpers to support you in the process 
for your highest good and for everyone’s highest good. 

2. Then contact each chakra separately and also the Divine Being connected to it.
 
3. In the end cleanse and recharge your whole aura with the help of the Divine Being connected to 
it, and then say thank you for the whole process.  

You might want to say loud or to yourself while connecting your chakras, your aura and the Divine 
Beings:

1. “I invoke You now Beloved Almighty God Father, Almighty God Mother, Beloved Jesus Christ, 
Archangels, Angels, my Guiding and Guardian Angels, Reiki Spirits and All Divine Light and Love 
Helpers. Please guide me and help me protect, cleanse, purify, balance, harmonize, heal and 
recharge my chakras and aura. Help me to make them work perfectly for my highest good and for 
everyone’s highest good. Thank you.”

2. “I wish now to contact my [name of the chakra] and the…(name of the Divine Being connected to 
the chakra). Beloved …. (name of the Divine Being), please guide me and help me protect, cleanse, 
purify, balance, harmonize, heal and recharge my… (name of the chakra) and help me to make it 
work perfectly.  Let this chakra, and also my whole body and being receive your sacred healing light 
and let them be permeated by your Divine Energy and Virtues. Thank you.”

Then just observe what you feel, all feelings and sensations in your body and mind. It can be 
warmth, tingling, pulsating, calmness, peace or any other feelings. If you don’t feel anything, don’t 
worry because the process will happen anyway on a conscious and subconscious level. 

3. After having gone through all chakras, contact your aura and the Archangel SERAPHIEL. 

“Beloved Archangel Seraphiel, please guide me and help me protect, cleanse, purify, balance, 
harmonize, heal and recharge my aura, and make it whole with all its layers. Let my aura and my 
whole body and being receive your gracious healing light and let them be permeated by your Divine 
Energy and Virtues. Thank you.”

To finish the whole process just say ‘thank you’ to the helping Archangels and Light and Love Beings 
for their help. 

“And now with deep gratitude, I thank you Almighty God Father, Almighty God Mother, Beloved 
Jesus Christ, Archangels, Angels, my Guiding and Guardian Angels, Reiki Spirits and All Divine 
Light and Love Beings who helped me protect, cleanse, balance, heal and recharge my chakras, my 
aura and my whole being. Thank You!”

Some descriptions of certain chakras and Divine Helpers are more detailed than those of the others. 
This is not because of the order of importance, but because of the shortcomings of the available 
information that can be obtained from other sources.
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 1 – DIVINE GATE CHAKRA (DIVINE I AM HUMAN) – ALMIGHTY GOD FATHER
Location: Two arms’ length above the head
Colour: Dazzling Diamond White
Function: Opening the main channel of the body for receiving the Divine Energy

 2 – CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS CHAKRA (GALACTIC CHAKRA) – JESUS CHRIST
Location: One and a half arm’s length above the head
Colour: Gold
Function: Prophetic channelling; very powerful healing; magical recovery; energy healing; 

manifesting; getting and enhancing spiritual capability; bring down universal 
qualities of Divine Energy; Divine knowledge of creation and creating process

 3 – SOUL STAR CHAKRA – CHRISTIEL “Follower of Christ”
(Activates the Christ Light; connects with the energies of love, compassion, peace, forgiveness, courage, 
strength and higher wisdom; helps to connect with the crystal grid, the Christ net and the Source field)

Location: One arm’s length above the head
Colour: Dazzling Silver
Function: Contact with the Self; Self-identification; the highest level of our existence; 

providing opportunity to connect to different levels of the Self (space, dimension, 
function etc.); mapping of dimensions

 4 – PEARL CHAKRA – ALMIGHTY GOD MOTHER
Location: Half an arm’s length above the head
Colour: Whitish Silver, Pearl Colour
Function: Multi-dimensional messages; multi-dimensional seeing; communication with 

Higher Intelligence; bringing down information and messages from Higher levels; 
bringing down energy of higher quality and manifesting this on the physical level; 
obtaining multi-dimensional societal norms, expectations, traditions; commitment 
to Self and control of Self

 5 – CROWN CHAKRA – GABRIEL “Power of God”
(Archangel of unconditional divine love-power; announces messages from God; purity; peace; divine writ-
ing and creativity)

Location: Top of the head
Colour: White
Function: Central regulator; helps with manifestations in the physical body; decision making; 

spirituality; connection to the Universe; developing hopes, dreams and aspirations; 
opening the Self and leading to Enlightment
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 6 – FOREHEAD CHAKRA (THIRD EYE) – URIEL “Light of God”
(Archangel of utmost wisdom and salvation; alchemical knowledge; gives intellectual insights, practical 
solutions and creative abilities)

Location: Middle of eyebrows, a thumb higher up
Colour: Purple/violet
Function: The rhythm of the Earthly life; the conscious perception of Existence; balance 

and equalisation; intuitive perception through the physical senses; intellect; 
clairvoyance; rationality; will; laughter; concepts of reality

 
 7 – EAR CHAKRA – IZAEL “Gift of God” (Daughter of God)
(The Divine Daughter; teacher of virtues; leader of Virtues [=divine entities]; guides humanity towards 
enlightenment)

Location: Middle of the ear, cone shaped
Colour: Magenta
Function: Making easier to hear spirit guides; helps to listen to others & ourselves; makes 

easier to hear hard truths, criticism, abusive language, negative self-talk, 
arguments, general noise pollution (road traffic, beeping, electronic hums, sounds 
that are annoying in general); helps to hear constructive criticism, compliments & 
praise, instructions, advice & guidance

The right ear represents masculine energy, actions we put forward into the world; 
male influences in life; retained negative self-talk/ outer criticism about capabilities 
and path ahead of the Self; 

The left ear represents feminine energy, the receiving side of the Self; feminine 
influences in life; sense of worthiness and emotional states;
 
Symptoms of the blocked chakra:

- Not being able to listen well
- Feeling defensive in discussions
- Hearing what you want to hear
- Too sensitive to sounds around, overstimulation
- Not able to hear or register a different perspective
- Miscommunications
- Itchy ears, ear infections, tinnitus

 8 – THROAT CHAKRA – MICHAEL “He who is like God”
(Prince of Heaven; chief of the heavenly battalion; defender of Light; protector and guardian of mankind) 

Location: Middle of the throat
Colour: Blue and shades of blue
Function: Expressions/manifestations of the emotional and physical experiences of the 

Earthly life; Divine inspiration; mediumship; communication; receiving; integrity
Front of Throat: responsibility of personal needs
Back of Throat: assimilation
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 9 – THYMUS CHAKRA – HANIEL “God’s Grace”
(Archangel of intuition  and inner guidance; a powerful guardian of souls; grants access and carries the 
keys to heavenly locations; allows the works of heavenly higher vibrations to be implanted and manifested 
on Earth; aids in the development of courage, endurance and commitment; enhances a positive sense of 
the Self with limitless potential)

Location: Small indentation a thumb’s length between the collar bones (underneath pit of 
the throat)

Colour: Turquoise
Function: Forgiveness of the Self and Others; change and transformation; invocation; 

openness; eye of the Soul; change/alteration of DNA; telepathy; announcements; 
contact with and invocation of the Higher Self; sacred patterns of expressions of 
thoughts and receiving their quality

  10 – HIGHER HEART CHAKRA – CHAMUEL “He who sees God”
(Angel of peace and peaceful relationships; helps discover more about God’s unconditional love; by inspiring 
inner peace, helps to build confidence, self-esteem, and self-forgiveness; also helps resolve conflicts with 
others and forgive those who did hurtful and insulting things; finding and nurturing romantic love; helps to 
reach out to serve people in turmoil who need help to find peace)

Location: Two thumbs’ lengths underneath the pit of the throat
Colour: Pink and shades of pink
Function: The presence of the Divine quality; Divine Love; emotions (faith, belief in ourselves, 

belief in relationships); Soul family; the place of Divine changes

 11 – PHYSICAL HEART CHAKRA – RAPFAEL “Healer of God”
(Archangel of powerful healing; supports both healing and healers; stimulates and inspires miracles that 
heal all kinds of ‘dis-eases’ and imbalances: physical, mental, emotional, spiritual and energetic; helps to 
bring mind, body and spirit back into alignment with the soul path and purpose; opens the heart chakra and 
helps to address and release deep emotional wounds; helps eliminate all toxic energy; works for healing of 
Nature, animals and plants, also together with archangel Ariel)

Location: Small indentation in the middle of sternum
Colour: Emerald Green
Function: Human love; love towards all created beings; oneness with all life forms; making 

connections with people; capability to give and receive love

 12 – SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA – JOPHIEL “Beauty of God”
(Helps to see the beauty in all things; inspires creativity and appreciation; balances negative and positive 
emotions; teaches how to think beautiful thoughts that can help develop beautiful souls; illuminates the 
reality of situations; battles ignorance caused by misunderstanding) 

Location: Four finger widths above the belly button
Colour: Front: Sun Yellow & Back: Lemon Yellow
Function: Transformative place of toxic patterns; centre of the will; mental perception of 

emotions within an ordered framework; collecting and evenly distributing energy
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 13 – SACRAL CHAKRA – RAGUEL “God’s Shepherd”
(Archangel of harmony; makes peace and provides strength and balance on Earth; helps find personal 
peace and harmony within, also in relationships; shows the path of living with integrity and high moral 
standards; steers to an honest path so that justice can be brought to an unjust situation)

Location: Four finger widths below the belly button
Colour: Orange
Function: Front: storehouse of conception energy; receiving; creating and creativity; 

emotional balance
Back: seat of Divine/Goddess manifestation; carrier of manifesting and creating 
impulses

 14 – ROOT CHAKRA – ARIEL “Hearth of God” (also “Lion of God”)
(A Seraph and Virtue; archangel of nature; restores nature and its inhabitants; strength and courage; 
archangel of abundance, prosperity, and manifestation; aligned with the complete abundance present 
within the physical world)

Location: Base of pubic bone
Colour: Blood Red
Function: Life force; vitality; willpower; safety; necessities; fears; the manifestation of all 

these in physical reality

 15 – PALM CHAKRA – RAZIEL “God’s Secret”
(Angel of magic, a sorcerer and alchemist; helps to understand ideas that defy ordinary logic; gives deep 
spiritual insight; turns ideas into gold)

Location: Middle of the palm
Colour: Sun Yellow
Function: Transferring energy; expressing emotions and thoughts in actions; magic and 

alchemist; turns ideas into gold

 16 – ELBOW CHAKRA – MIGUEL “Resemblance to God”
(Angel of flexibility, persistence, endurance; helps to develop flexibility, strength of mind, tolerance and 
fortitude in case of excessive stubbornness)

Location: Elbow - front and back
Colour: Orange and shades of orange
Function: Being open minded on a deep level; helps to gain a flexible & considerate mind 

and to see and consider different perspectives; brings in inspiration; harmony; 
finds connection between two different things; supports actions and the ability to 
move gracefully and adapt to tasks at hand; connects two ideas together; absorbs 
the energy associated with ideas and sends the energy up into the mental spaces 
to be processed



Symptoms of the blocked chakra:

- Stale and old ideas that don’t serve the Self anymore
- Ideas given from others that don’t fit any longer
- Lack of respect for the insight and perspective of others 
- Not being ready to adapt to new ideas and not allowing creative and unique 

inspiration energy in

Left elbow: Not allowing life to unfold naturally but forcing it to unfold down a 
specific path; receives inspiration; holds the sensation of waiting in peace and 
calmness; a sense of being merged into stillness;

Right elbow: anger; fear; worry; false beliefs that the world is against; focuses 
on putting the inspiration into action with willpower, accompanied by desires and 
excitement at the opportunities around: 

“I am determined to bring this idea to life. I put thorough work in to make my 
dreams come true. I can handle anything that comes my way.”

 17 – KNEE CHAKRA – ZADKIEL “Angel of Mercy”
(Helps heal emotional wounds by comforting people and healing their painful memories; helps deliver 
divine power that people can tap into to enable them to choose forgiveness, despite their hurt feelings; 
helps repair broken relationships by motivating estranged people to show mercy to each other)

Location: Middle of the knee – front and back of knee
Colour: Violet
Function: The will to live on Earth; the conscious experience of our existence; carrying the 

memories of the Divine existence as parts of our aspects within ourselves; healing 
past lives

 18 – ANKLE CHAKRA – JEREMIEL “God’s Mercifulness”
(Angel of spiritual visions; a teacher and a mentor; awakens clairvoyant gifts; helps to evaluate life to make 
it more in line with life purpose; warmth and strength to people who are ill or have an important speech to 
deliver;) 

Location: Middle of the ankle – front and back
Colour: Burgundy
Function: Connecting; stability; inner and outer posture and strength

 19 – SOLE CHAKRA – REMIEL “Compassion of God”
(Angel of forgiveness and hope; guides the souls of the faithful into Heaven)

Location: Middle of the soles
Colour: Strong lemon yellow
Function: Creating physical and psychological health; creating bodily and psychic balance
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 20 – EARTH CHAKRA (GROUNDING CHAKRA) – PHANUEL “The Face of God”
(Angel of hope and repentance; encourages to pursue an eternal relationship with God; protects from the 
evil spirits)

Location: Half an arm’s length beneath, between the soles 
Colour: Chestnut Brown
Function: Total energy flow; grounding; securing our existence and the conscious experience 

of it

 21 – AURA – SERAPHIEL “Purification and Devotion”
(Chief of the seraphim angelic choir, the order of angels that is closest to God. Seraphiel Archangel 
emanates the fire of pure devotion to God that burns away sin. He is the Archangel of Prayers. He works 
with the Archangel Michael to direct the seraphim’s work emanating the Creator’s energies of justice and 
compassion outward from heaven throughout all of creation. Seraphiel inspires people to become inflamed 
with God’s pure love.)

Location: Top of the aura
Colour: Emerald Green with shades of White-Gold-Pink-Violet 
Function: Burns away sins; keeps out evil spirits and thoughts; helping prayers; cleansing 

and strengthening aura
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